Abstract. In this current article, it is endeavor to explore the possible methods that are from qualitative to quantitative and also combine computer technology to address social system interaction. A distributed paralleled model based on social computing is established to analyze different experiment data and wish to overcome the limitations of complex systems. At the same time, some simulation results will be illustrated in the follow section to further prove the feasibility of experiment.
Introduction
With the continuous enhancement of the complication of management and social problems, the computational experiments based on artificial society concept are also constantly tried, which is aimed at establishing effective model that could exactly descript social behaviors [1] . Computer experiment methods in the background of different disciplines usually adopt meta-synthesis methodology and combine computer technology, complex system and evolution theory to reappear different scenes of social management activity, which also analyze characteristic behaviors and correlation for further revealing the development rules of social complexity. At the same time, it is not only a state or a social track of simulation systems, but also could be reappeared the internal laws that can't be seen by human eyes to reveal the evolvement direction of motion of an object. Moreover, although the traditional methods of computational simulation can address a variety of complex systems, it is only a possible mean for the computer experiment methods [2, 3] . In foreign research, scholars usually adopt social simulation mode for the study of social problems, which can take reasonable research for society, management and scientific problem complexity and is expected to explore the rules behind of social activity [4] .
Social computing methods is used to research complex systems that are composed of society and person, which can not accurately descript their actions, and will bring great challenge to the social computing modeling based on artificial systems. Meanwhile, the study of most social problems is researched by adopting passive observation or statistical methods, which is hard to conduct active experiment for the research objects and accompany by subjective or unobservable factors to make the fact that experiment results do not possess universality [5, 6] . In order to solve social computing problems, using artificial systems based on computer is to easily operate and repeat experiment, which could develop well-controlled quantitative analysis for the different impact elements of social computing [7] . Additionally, artificial systems and practice systems simultaneously operate to compose a paralleled system based on social computing, which could reciprocally compare the running process for artificial and actual objects to accomplish effective control and management of the real systems. Actually, the social computing methods based on artificial system no longer are to approach practical complex systems as the sole criterion, but is a replaceable or realizable form [8, 9] .
The achievement of social computing is strongly associated with the paralleled systems, and it is rather significant that multiple paralleled systems address complex problems to the experiment efficiency [10] . Firstly, in order to effectively build and apply a paralleled system to settle social problems, it is very necessary that multiple targets, multiple solutions and evaluation systems are established to further analyze social complex systems. Secondly, referring to the mature self-adaptation control theory compiles relevant self-adaptation algorithms for building internal reflection mechanism of the paralleled systems. At the same time, using the interval rolling methods of optimization theory set up the perturbation analysis of the social paralleled systems. Finally, it is very important to achieve various combinations of patterns by combining artificial systems and actual systems, which the purpose is to analyze the similarities and differences of various systems. It is expected to simplify the complex systems by the research of the paralleled systems, which could further facilitate the development of experiment methods based on social computing.
Module Degree Formulation
The concept of module degree is first proposed by Newman, which would provide an assistance for further improving the veracity of human action and the degree of community division. The fundamental formulation can be expressed as follows:
And if the community can be directly divided into k, the overall degree of network community can be defined as that:
Thus, the module degree formulation can be comprehensively illustrated:
According to the above formulation, we propose a numerical model which can be named waterfall model. It is worth remarking a fact that the social computing methods based on artificial system no longer are to approach practical complex systems as the sole criterion, but is a replaceable or realizable form. Also note that the primary aim of social computing is to explore the actual simulation results, rather than to reproduce the actual social community and human action. See Fig. 1 .
Figure 1． Waterfall model
In some sense, in particular for nonlinear social community, the methods and application of social computing have been increasingly focused by more and more related searchers. Even in some allocation tasks and modeling, social computing would be viewed as a potential tool to further computing and counting the number and degree of actual social community and complex networks. See Tab. 1 and Fig. 2 . In some sense, information of actual social community can be transmitted between neurons via synapses, and the electrical activity of a given neuron can be changed by other neurons that synapse onto it. 
Hence, the greatest explanation is following:
Thus, it is customary in RMT to unfold eigenvalues k through transformation
measures the probability of an eigenvalue falling within the intervals min [ , ] i  . Because the function N is unknown, the unfolding process is implemented with the help of numerical curve fitting. Many recent modeling works focus on the neuronal synchronization in the astroglial and complex networks, also that the method and idea of the social computing would be applied into the energy power and artificial yields. As know well, target wave can occur in a reaction-diffusion system and a two-dimensional array under local Heterogeneity or external periodical forcing in local area, and the continuous emitting wave can regulate the collective behavior of the media or coupled oscillators. Indeed, spiral wave also can be generated from heterogeneity after collision between ordered waves, The NNSD calculated from complex systems can be predicted by the Brody formula some open problems in this field such as electromagnetic radiation on electrical activities of neuron, energy consumption in neurons are presented. and counting correspondingly mature experiment design is to find out the rules the social complex system. Computing experiment also follows the foundational theories of experiment design that are randomization and fragmentation to guarantee validity of the experiment of social computing.
